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Misalignment
of Asset Prices
Many a copper happening upon the
scene of a crime would address the
gathering crowd with an “Allo, Allo,
what’s all this then? Right, nothing to
see here. Move along.”
This is what the US Federal Reserve’s
Chair Janet Yellen seems to be telling
us when she speaks of stock market
bubbles as a “misalignment of asset
prices” - and professes to espy none on
the horizon. Nothing to see here. Keep
investing.

ter gained an overnight market cap of
$US29B with a P/E loss and a P/S of
42X. Finally, partying like it’s 1999,
the Russell 2000 Small Cap index
trades at 85X earnings! Nothing to see
there.
Moreover, the cyclically-adjusted P/E
ratio suggests the S&P 500 is currently 30% overvalued in terms of
Operating Earnings Per Share (see
chart) and about 45% overvalued using As Reported earnings.1

Other signs also suggest frothiness.
Margin debt on the NYSE is as high
as during previous market tops in
2000 and 2007. Consequently, household direct holdings of equities as percentage of total financial assets are at
24%, the second-highest level since
1998-2000. Highly bullish sentiment
prevails amongst retail investors and
bearish sentiment is at decade lows.2
How does Warren Buffett’s favourite
metric for valuing the market, the ra-

Yet warning signs are flashing. By several measures this market is expensive
and episodes of frothy, bubble-like
behaviour are appearing. Let’s see.
The current level of corporate profits
as a share of Gross Domestic Product
is about 70% above trend, at record
levels. Shouldn’t corporate profits be a
reflection of an economy’s underlying
strength? However, due to financial
engineering by management (as well as
to wage suppression and to improved
productivity), corporate profits have
separated from their long term trend of
about 6% of GDP. Nothing to see here.
Does it matter that a large number of
companies trade at eye-watering levels? Facebook, with a market cap of
$US153B, has a Price-to-Earnings of
99X and a Price-to-Sales of 21X. Other
companies, such as Tesla Motors, Netflix, LinkedIn and Amazon, are supported by similar dot.com valuations.
Furthermore, there have been numerous Initial Public Offerings of unprofitable and speculative companies. Twit1401—675 West Hastings Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 1N2, Canada
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tio of Total Market Capitalisation to
the total dollar value of Gross National
Product look? The TMC/GNP is a
measure analogous to the price-to-sales
ratio, one of the valuation metrics cited
by equity analysts.
The TMC/GNP ratio has varied within
a wide range over the last twenty years.
The lowest point during this period
was 57% in the first quarter of 2009,
during the depths of the recession. The
highest point was 148% in the first
quarter of 2000, at the height of the
dot.com bubble.3
As a rule of thumb, any time total market capitalisation exceeds 100% of the
total value of goods and services in the
economy, the market is looking expensive. In that case, stock prices have
been pushing well into overpriced territory for the last year. Nothing to see
here either.
Meanwhile, Hulbert Financial Digest,
a newsletter, tracks the behaviour of
corporate insiders and they seem a tad
skittish. There is an unusually high
ratio at 6:1 of selling-to-buying by sen-

ior managers. This is the most bearish
insiders have been in 25 years. What
do they know that we don’t?
On the other hand, some analysts remain sanguine arguing stocks have
been expensive for most of the past 20
years. The expensiveness coincided
neatly with the time that a low interest
rate regime began.4
If markets are efficient, then equities
cannot remain priced for historically
attractive returns while other asset
classes are priced for historically unattractive returns. Right now, cash and
bonds are offering historically unattractive returns. That condition is
unlikely to change any time soon.
As the economy recovers over the next
few years, the Fed will tighten. But it’s
unlikely that the Fed will tighten by so
much that interest rates would provide
an attractive return to savers. For the
next several years then, the Fed will
likely find it difficult to ensure that
adequate levels of investment and
credit creation take place to match the
desired level of savings in the econ-

omy. The only tool that it can adjust
to achieve the required balance is the
interest rate, and therefore interest
rates are almost certainly going to
remain low relative to history.
Other analysts say it will take an inversion of the yield curve and a shut
down of credit to stop this market going higher (absent some geopolitical/
external shock). Some don’t expect a
market peak for years.
The market typically peaks eight
months ahead of a recession. The next
recession could be years away if the
Fed holds to what they say and does
not raise rates until the end of 2015. It
would take an additional year of rate
hikes to bring short rates up enough to
invert the curve, and a few more
months afterwards to filter through.
This means, assuming no sharp rise in
core inflation, that the market could
move higher for three more years . . .
So, is this another stock market bubble or not? We don’t know.
It is an expensive market. Interest
rates are being distorted by central
bankers. Earnings are being manipulated by management. Speculative
behaviour is rife. Insiders are
spooked. Asset prices sure seem misaligned.
Best keep your cash then and move
along. Nothing to see here.
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